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Bill Plastiras

RESULTS OF ASH ELECTIONS

On March 2 at 1: 30 the Commission on Judicial
Appointments met in the Supreme Court chambers to hear
testimony on the qualifications of California Supreme
Court nominee William Clark, Jr. The Commission is
composed of Evell Younger, the Republican Attorney
General, Parker Wood, San Francisco Appellate Court
Justice, and Donald Wright, Chief Justice of the
California Supreme Court. Each of the members was
in an unusual position regarding these proceedings-Evell Younger is one of the Republicans swept into
office on Governor Reagan's most recent election
victory. Parker Wood was William Clark's superior
on the Appellate Court and Donald Wright is a Reagan
appointee and presently, Clark's superior .

President
Jess Garcia

Vice President - Andrea Martin
Secretary - Phil Welch
Treasurer - Mike Phelps

•

The hearings took place in the impressive Supreme
Court chambers before a large but polite variety of observers. The first rows were occupied by those
who had asked to testify, mostly well-dressed
older attorneys and numerous Appellate Court justices.
They came up one-by-one, took the chair at the end
of the table and repeatedly espoused their high
personal regard for the nominee. Clark was described
as "kind," "patient," "loyal," "intelligent," "willing to learn," "a pleasure to work Vlith" "responsible,"
and "attractive."

(PROPOSED RESTRUCTURING
AND CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENTS ALL PASSED)

INTERVIEW WITH
INTERNATIONAL LAWYER

Those testifying ranged from close friends and
fellow justices to people who had never. met Clark.
One attorney, who claimed to have "known him since
he was a little boy," managed to forget Clark's name
and then blame his memory lapse on the face that he
could never get used to calling Clark by his appropriate title, "Justice." After nine or ten associates
filed by to pay homage to the nominee, law students
were given a chance. Chris Ames, a first year Hastings student, delivered the first opposing testimony
by presenting the Commission with the ASH Council
resolution requesting "serious consideration" of the
nominee. Then he questioned Clark's ethics in listing
himself with the Bar Association as a graduate of
Stanford and Loyola Law School. (Clark had dropped
out of Stanford and later flunked out of Loyola
night Law School). This issue was promotly forgotten.
A Loyola night law student asked why the governor
of a state so richly endowed with legal talent couldn't
have appointed someone with some.

Jan Werner
Candy Davenport
Lewis Lee

All ｾｵｲｩｮｧ＠
the testimony, Evell Younger absentmindedly fiddled wi th papers in front of him, and
Justice Wright listened politely, while Justice
Wood resignedly stared at the ceiling with what seemed
an sad expression on his face.

This is the third in a series of articles
exploring different law practices in the San Franciscc
area. We spoke with Roger D. MacKenzie of
Graham & James on Sansome & California Streets concerning his work in the field of international law.
While Graham and James originally dealt solely
with admiralty law, representing Japanese, German
and Scandinavian shipping companies in the Pacific,
today only 20% of its energies is devoted to
international law.

The hearing finally produced some excitement when
attorney Reginald Watt began a discussion of Clark's
judicial record. First he claimed that Governor
Reagan was wrong when he stated on February 13, 1973
that Clark had never had a case reversed by the
Supreme Court. He then proceeded to read off a list
of five cases, with dates and California Supreme Court
cites. All were unpublished opinions by Clark,
produced within a six-month period (November 1971 to
April 1972). All were reversed by the Supreme Court.
All were unanimous decisions by the Supreme Court.
continued on p. 8
L-____________________________________________
ｾ＠

Mr. MacKenzie came to Graham and James directly
after graduating from Boalt Hall in 1966. He
was in the top 1/4 of his graduating class and had
clerked for Graham and ;Yames the summer following
his second year. His only previous experiences
wi th international law were a summer clerking
position in London and working with the E.E.C. in
Brussels.
Graham and James employs approximately 40
attorneys, 15 of whom are partners. While the firm
has branches in Los Angeles and Long Beach, the
San Francisco office is the largest, with 30 attorneys. At present there are no women attorneys
on the staff. The firm hires five second year
students for summer internRhins .
cont inued on p. 8
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(Edi tor's Note: The following is a reprint of a
memo prepared by the Women's Law Student Association
at USF and submitted to the USF Law School Faculty,
Students and Staff. The Women's Union at Hastings
has submitted it to LAW NEWS addressed to the Hastings
community.)
The Women's Law Student Association urges each
of you to avoid the use of discriminatory language
in class (and hopefully everywhere else as well. )
We refer to, for example, the use of masculine
and feminine gender pronouns that do not relate to an
antecedent male or female individual. You may 'contend
that you were taught to use the pronoun "he" in a
"generic" sense, that is, in reference to a noun
that does not denote a particular male or female person.
So were we. However, we condemn that practice as
inherently sexist. We find that "he" is commonly used
in reference to such categorie.s of persons as : judges,
doctors, business leaders, political leaders, and
other persons in positions of responsibility;
whereas "she" is reserved for reference to such persons
as: secretaries, nurses, maids, and other persons in
positions of servitude.

•

•
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•

•

We also urge you to refrain from using the word
"girl" when referring to an adult female, and to follow
the example of the California Supreme Court in referring to the standard of the "reasonable person" instead
of the "reasonable man."
Finally, we urge you to resist the temptation to
characterize stereotypical examples of the ridiculous,
incompetent or immature individual as female: the
careless driver, the lessee who neglects to read the
contract, the fussy shopper, the loser of umbrellas,
the incompetent widow, etc.
While these habits are probably ' practiced with no
malice whatsoever, they exacerbate our frustration
with having to deal constantly with sexual stereotypes-stereotypes which are to our disadvantage. Their
implication is quite clear, and we're tired of listening
to them.
We appreciate your sincere efforts to comply fully
wi th the above.

(As a ｰｲ｡｣ｴｩｾ＠

ｾｩｴｨ＠

•
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note, we would like to point out that
a little conscientious effort it is not at all
difficult to learn to say "he or she" when referring
to a non-specific antecedent, or to use the word "one,"
or to use a synonym: person, individual, litigant,
plaintiff, etc. Study the use of language in the new
USF catalogue. )

HASTINGS WOMEN'S UNION

_ _ ___ .. _____________________
ｾ＠

ｾＭｉｴｬ＠

I

BEYOND THE PERSONAL SOLUTION
by
Bob Fager
(Edi tor's Note: Many men ask how they can be a part
of the women's liberation struggle. The following
statement was submitted by one man to SPEAKOUT a
f:minist newspaper, in Albany, New York, He ･ｾｬ｡ｩｮ＠
ｨｾｳ＠
personal perception of the women's movement and
how it relates to him and other men. )

ridicule by men are very ｴ｡ｮｧｾｯＮｬ･＠
Whether we are
motivated by the Joys of achieving something worthwhile or by the fears of failure i f we don't, "going
public" is frightening. Many of us cannot risk it alone,
and there are good reasons why it is not important to
do so. In fact, taking a public position on sexism
with the support of other men has much to commend it
over the individual trip. We have always depended on
I
women to supp\!lTt our "masculine" public posturing even
I
though they know what we are like in priVate. It
usually has been safe to show women our human attributes,
but seldom to reveal ourselves to the men with whom
we compete. Men have always found other men who'll
f
openly stand by them in pursuit of stereotypic masculine
activities such as sports and war. But to help men
develop into persons who will support other men in a
public position on sexism--that is a real fraternal
challenge.

I

Most men who become seriously involved in trying
to do something about sexism begin with their own lives
because they are personally uncomfortable. Fortunate
are the ones who have friends who care enough about
them to hold up mirrors reflecting how they relate to
women, to other men, and to themselves. Such friends
combine the priceless qualities of compassion and
telling-lt-like-it-is. This blend of nurture and
challenge has stretched many of us to become aware of
more human ways of relating to ourselves and to those
about us. For some, this awareness has led to taking
substantial risks in our personal lives to achieve
more wholesome relations with a 'few of our closest
friends. - MEm who are concerned about their authenticity
often manage to develop this type of limited personal
solution--with those who are safe. And often we plateau
right there, with a comfortable amount of return on
the investment we have risked.
The temptation is strong for men to cop-out at .
this level and not address sexism in public where other
men eValuate and compete with them. After all, the
personal solution reduces the threat of rejection by
loved ones (usually women), the rewards from resisting
sexism in public are more remote, and the risks of
page two

Until men come to some accommodation with other
men, their ability to relate to women in more humane
ways will be compromised. Until we put to rest our
feelings of alienation from other men, we will not be
able to move beyond the comfort of our personal
solutions, either alone or in the companionship of
our brothers. That is why men's liberation groups are
so important--as a beginning.

OJpfIltJ__-.
aa••• Bookstore
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Christine Beck

LETTERS
Another objection to the initiation of an Immigration Law class at Hastings was that it tends to train
students for a specialized legal field. While it
is true that a number of lawyers specialize in
immigration cases, it is not impossible that lawyers
in general practice receive a large percentage of
these immigration cases. If the purpose of an education at Hastings is to give a student an \IDderstanding
of the general aspects of the law, then all the
elective courses beyond the first year are suspect
in specializing in a specific field of law and are
subject to this objection.
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The fact that there is no recognized textbook
for this course raised another objection. The course
as taught at Boalt by a practicing attorney who
specializes in immigration cases uses a syllabus
which the instructor compiled and which contains cases
and pertinent parts of the Immigration Code.

LETTERS

'..
ｾＧｯﾷｬＺｦ＠

",ft• .... '- ... " Ｎａｾ＠

Several courses now offered have no recognized
textbook; students learn the subject matter from a
syllabus supplemented with assigned outside reading .
As was the case with Consumer Protection several
years ago, Immigration Law is a relatively new field
of law and as yet no formal textbook has been compiled
and set in print.

I

The contention was made that there is not much
material to be learned in an Immigration Law course and
if ever confronted with a case in this area, one could
go directly to the Immigration Code and several
readings of the relevant sections of the Code should
be sufficient enough for one to handle such a case.
By analogy, it would appear that several readings of
the relevant Code would be sufficient to handle any
case outside of basic principles learned in the
first year.

To the Editor:
IMMIGRATION LAW CLASS NEEDED
Traditionally, I believe Hastings has been innovative and receptive to the ever-changing aspects of the
law. Hastings very early recognized the importance
of such courses as Legal Research and Writing and
lI\oot Court as tools that a lawyer must have. Hastings
was one of the first colleges on the West Coast to
realize the under-representation of minorities in the
legal system and accordingly instituted a program to
correct the under-representation.

As in any area of law, there are intricate principles and procedures in Immigration Law that cannot
be transmitted from a mere reading. ·These intricacies are best taught by one with knowledge and
practical experience with these techniques.
The issue of obtaining such an individual with
ability and qualifications was raised. Because San
Francisco is a ma,jor port of entry, many Immigration
lawyers are available. The current instructor at
Boalt was approached with the possibility of instructing a course here at Hastings. His response
was favorable and as for instructor's fees, he only
asked what he is now receiving from Boalt. The sum is
not astromomical but quite reasonable for the instruction of a two unit course.

Recently, student forces attempted unsuccessfully
to initiate a course dealing with the procedural
and sUbstantive aspects of Immigration Law. The
proposed course would have been a two unit lecture
course. This proposal to initiate such a course was
met with various contentions by the administration
and Curriculum Committee, contentions that I believe
are \IDtenable.

Realizing that funds OT lack of funds is an everpresent problem for legal institutions, and realizing
that the availability of any proposed elective
course is subject to such funds, surely the largest
law school on the West Coast can afford such a two
unit course that is a much needed new area of law and
one that numerous students feel should be added to
the curriculum.

One of the objections made to the proposal signed
by more than one hundred students was the doubt that
there is a sufficient caseload in this area to warrant
the course at Hastings. Three other law schools-Georgetown New York University, and Boalt Hall-feelbthat the case load is at least sufficient to
warrant a class on the subject.
The Office of Naturalization and Immigration
estimates non-citizen movement in this CO\IDtry to
be in the millions. Included in this classification
of non-citizen activity are visitors, foreign students,
businessmen, and overseas citizens who come to
Pmerica with the expreds intent to marry on American
soil. In addition to the numbers coming in, there.
are those who are deported, constituting a substantlal
caseload.
As San Francisco is the second largest nort of
entry in America, New York ｢･ｩｮｧＮｴｾ＠
largest, the
probability of frequent cases arlslng is very great.
If this ob,jection of insufficient caseload ｾｳ＠
to be given any weight in its application to Immlgration Law then it would appear that all other elective
courses ｾｲ･＠
subject to this same objection. One
cannot help but wonder, for example, at the number of
Otl and Gas and Broadcasting, Cable casting cases that
arise locally.

I feel that not to add this course would be a
serious downgrading of Hastings' tradi tional receptiveness and innovation.
Joan Kubota

- -- -- -----

-
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VIPJ.iTED

Second or third year ｳｾｵ､･ｮｴ＠
in top half of class
to work with snall :aw firm in general practice,
personal injury, and criminal Ｈｬｩｴｧ｡ｾｮＮＩ＠
Fulltime
sumr.er employment with "Oossibili ty of fulltime
posi:ion after graduation. Call 982-8540.

page three

WHO GOT WHAT
Rob Lawlor
Over 900 students applied for financial aid at
the Hastings Financial Aid Office for this year.
The Financial Aid Office dispensed $1,025,000 in FISL
money, ' and $7)6,351 in Hastings controlled money,
including scholarships, grants, N.D.S.L. and
Educational Fee Loans. In addition, the Office
filled out 600 food stamp applications.
The prerequisite to all Hastings' controlled
monies is "need." In general terms, a student's
need equals his or her total budget expenses less
any income (including a spouse t s income). Also
computed in this fonnula is the parental income
factor (which is weighted more heavily on the
work-study and scholarship programs. )
.
Scholarships were given out on two occasions
tbis year. The p;re-:December 1st scholarships were
given to 131 students. They areraged $497 in
amount. The only reqUlrement was need ｾ＠ including
the parental income factor). Two problems resulted
from· this seemingly innocuous system of distribution.
First, scholarships were given to some first year
students. The Hastings bulletin states that first
year students are ineligible for scholarsid ps. Due
to a lack of communication between the Dean's
office and Financial Aid, thE! 1'a:ct that first year
students were ineligible was not discovered until
after some first year students had already received
the scholarship checks. Scholarship checks that
were not picked up early were not given out.
J

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE--

/

The second problem that arose out of the preDecember 1st scholarships came from the change in
the directorship of 1;he Financial Aid Office, ,'vir'. Booker
William's predecessor, Mr. Paul Barberini, gave
out scholarships in a rather discretionary fashion.
A good number of scholarships went to students who
had little need. Under Mr. Williams direction,
these students with relatively minor need did not
receive a scholarship the next year.
Complaints from those students and the first
year students who thought they were to receive
scholarships caused the Dean to form the Financial
Aid Committee. to distribute the rest of the scholarship money.
The Financial Aid Committee, composed of
students, faculty and administrators, decided that
not only need but academic perfonnance should be a
certerion for the remaining moneY--$25,OOO.
Criteria for the post December' 1st scholarships
were a minimum of $500 need and a scholastic average
over 75.0. The scholarships amounted to $350 and
increased by $100 for a grade point over 81.0 and
another $100 for a grade peint over 85.0. Late
applicants were excluded.- One blatant problem
resulting from this systetn was that the "need"
calculated was a ?erson' s need only af"ter December 1.
The implication is that some stUdents extinguished
their need through loans and were thus not eligible
for the free scholarship money.

ASSAULT ON THE CISTERN
Freud
A New York Judge has gagged the "Deep Throat"
epic, calling ita "feast of carrion and squalor"
and a "nadir of decadence," The U.S. Supreme Court
recently declared "nudie" shows like those which entice the unwary pedestrian on Broadway to be "bacchanalian revelries." But the ultimate attack on that
fundamental right of all pie-eating Americans, freedom
of sexpression, recently came in the form of an attack
on the writer's Graffitti column in the last edition
'o f the LAW NEWS.
"At last, we're found the cistern where foul
toads knot and gender," declared one student. "Patently obscene., and utterly beyond redeeming social
value," agreed a group of fonner readers. "Here
cones that. prevert," shouted mothers as they scurry
to hide their children. But despite the abundance
of .constructive criticism, I, like the infatigueable
Ｑ ｾ｣ａｲｴｨｵＬ＠
return to follow the axiom of capitalistic
endeavor, "find a need and fill it."
page four

But unfortunately the conspiracy to eradicate
graffitti at H.H. has severely limited the juicy
tidbits this issue, as the lavatorial walls were
wiped clean (well, almost) after the last issue hit
the elevators. (Don't worry women, Nancy Drew is
still alive and well (and blah!) in the basement.)
To meet the attack we take to the desks for today's
eclecticisms .
Contrary to popular belief:
- a dairy queen is not a gay cattle fanner.
- a gangplank is not a mass rape
- the offense committed at the Watergate Plaza
was not buggery
- a knapsack is not a small sleeping bag.

AND WHY

PROSPECTS NEXT YEAR

Director
Booker T. Williams

....
LEOP Grants. The State of California allocated
$102,000 in grants to the Hastings L.E.O.P. program.
Out of the 199 L.E.O.P. students registered at the
beginning of the year, 47 students received nothing,
23 students received an average of $350, and 129
students received an average of $650. L.E.O.P.
students are not eligible for scholarships.
The College ｷｯｲｫＭｓｴｵｾ＠
program is a federally
fWlded program which pays 2.63 to $3.00 per hour
for law school-related employment. This federal
program, which was designed for Wldergraduates,
has a strict parental- incane cri tenon. Basically,
if a student's parents earn over $12,000 a year
(even if they don't support him or her), the
student is not eligible for work-study money.

Both Dean Rtlegger and Mr. Booker T. Williams
anticipate about the same level of funding as last
year in almost all programs. However, President
Nixon has cut out of his budget (as yet Wlapproved)
the entire NUSL program and has frozen the money
for the work-study program at its present level.
In place of the NDSL prQgram Nixon has decided on
the Basic OpPOrtWlity Grant Program (BOG) which
allocates grants to students who meet the_ requirements. BOG categorically excludes law schools.
However, it has been suggested rn a report by the
California Finanoial Aid Officers Association that
Congress, in its present mood, will not permit radical
executive budget cuts in the area of higher education,
and the Dean's office feels that OOG will be supplemental to NDSL and other programs which hopefully
will go through.
The Financial Aid Committee has not decided
definitely the criteria of next year's scholarships.
Dean Riegger intimates that "need" will again be
the basic criterion. Academic performance will not
be emphasized as a criterion.
If President Nixon does not chop the NDSL program, Hastings may receive a substantial increase-up to $299,000. The Financial Aid Office has added
one more factor in evaluating a student's need: the
amoWlt of money one owes in previous student l'Jans.

Loans. Due to the efforts of Booker T. WilliUls
and other'S, Hastings received substantially more
National Defense Student Loans than ever before-approximately $390,000 given to 352 students.
Federally Insured Stud.eDt Loans (with a 7% interest
rate as compared to 3% for the NDSL) totalled over
$1,000,000 given to over 800 students. The
Educational Fee Loan, a low interest loan, was given
to 393 students at $367 per student. Lastly, there
is an emergency loan fWld from which a student can
draw a JO-day loan for immediate needs.
Note:

ｲ･ｰｯｾｴｨ｡＠

A recent San Francisco newspaper article
FISL loans had been increased to
$2500. However, Mr. Williams states that as of
this writing, only Wells Fargo has expanded its loan
program to this new figure.
Abby Kenyon

• . . and an imported annoWlcement fran the Pelican ...
(Those wishing to see the WlBhridged version please
report to classroom C)

PHOTOTECHNIKA
POI traits & Events
Photography by Art
931-3178

THE BLACK EXPERIENCE
Presented by the Black Law
Students at Hastings
MARCH 19 . 21
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FILMS· PICTORIAL DISPLAYS
AND SPEAKERS
uage five

commented, "I think the newspapers in the country-well, I won't accuse them of yellow journalism, of
just wanting to sell papers, but sometimes they have
built up criminals into heroes." Hall also pointed
out that he sympathizes with the English view about
crime reporting, which favors the right to a fair
trial over freedom of the press. Hall said that he
would give the priority to a fair trial even though
in some cases it might help the accused to have
favorable publicity. Said Hall, "I think they could
be a little more responsible in the way they handle
crime news."

PROFESSORS HALL AND LATTIN
ATTEND "FACULTV FORUM"
Christine Beck
On February 21, the San Francisco Chamber of
Commerce and Pacific'Telephone co-sponsored a conference between Pacific Telephone executives, top media
personnel and Bay Area educators. The conference,
enti tIed "Faculty Forum," was a dialogue between
ten Pacific Telephone representatives, ten media
representatives, such as the editors of the S.F.
Chronicle and Examiner and radio and television station
managers, and twenty educators. The educators,
including Professors Hall and Lattin of Hastings,
had been asked to submit questions for discussion.

Professor Hall also mentioned a possible involvement of the telephone companies in education. He
mentioned a lecture he gave at a college in Michigan
which was carried by Bell Telephone with the aid of
Ford Foundation funding. He gave a )0 minute lecture
by telephone which was amplified to a classroom.
Following the lecture, he answered questions posed
by students over the phone. One important advantage
of such a program, explained Hall, is that his fee
for the lecture was $lOO--far less than the ,usual
fee for travelling to a college or university to
speak. In this way, pointed out Hall, schools with
limited budgets could avail themselves of expertise
in almost any area for a relatively low cost.

The questions considered by the Faculty Forum
dealt with the problems of paid television as opposed
to public broadcasting and the media response to
community demands to stop television violence and
change newspaper crime reporting, either by eliminating
it in its present form or relagating it to inside
pages of the newspapers. Also considered was the
suggestion of special coverage by the media to higher
education and the growing distrust of the media on
the part of viewers, listeners, and readers.

Asked if he thought the conference would lead
to any real change in media practices, Hall said
that he was convinced that the participants are
well-motivated, but that they aren't in a charitable
business. Hall said he had wanted to end the
conference on a positive note and had concluded,
"We're all teachers and we have to figure out how
to make our material interesting enough to make
learning enjoyable."

Professor Lattin, in commenting on the conference,
said that overall he thought it was a good idea. He
added that he had submitted a question concerning
the protection of sources for news reporters, stating
that the issue comes down to the public's right to
know. Lattin contends that the public also has a
right "to know where you got the infonnation." Lattin
added, however, that in criminal matters he would
protect the press every time.

The sponsors of the conference sent our evaluation fonns to the participants asking for a critique
of the forum. Mr. Haynes, of the San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce, said that the evaluation forms
have not yet been summarized, but that in glancing
over them, the two suggestions that came back from
the participating professors most often were:

Commenting in general about news reporting,
Lattin said, "We have lost a great deal through the
press." He stated that the news media is currently
permitted to comment on criminal evidence before it
gets to the courts and that he feels it should be
restrained from doing so.
Professor Lattin commented that he had attempted
to sympathize with the media concerning the problem
posed by front-page sensational crime reporting by
acknowledging that the media is. in the business of
selling newspapers and this sells newspapers. The
media representatives, however, replied that this
was not the problem. According to them, says Lattin,
they are merely responding to the public's desire
for such information.

1.

The conference seemed to be mostly one-way,
with the media and executives answering
questions posed by the educators. The
educators wanted an opportunity to respond
to questions from the media too.

2.

The educators felt a need for some mechanism
of continuing the communication among the
participants. They felt that the discussion
of the problems shouldn't stop there.

Responding to the latter suggestion, Hr. Haynes
pointed out that the businesses had given a big
commitment in terms of a full day of ten executive's
and ten media representative's time and that it
would be difficult to reconvene the same people.
However, he seemed receptive to a proposal for
writing up a summary of the evaluations and making
it available to the participants for further comment.

Concerning the public distrust of the media,
Lattin commented that the media representatives
were arguing that such distrust was minimal, but
Lattin pointed to the comments about the media by
such politicians as Spiro Agnew as indicating that
"there must be something besides sroke."

Itl

Asked if he believes the media and Pacific Telephone representatives left the Faculty Forum knowing
anything they weren't already aware of, Lattin replied,

"No."
Professor Hall mentioned that with educators
coming from a variety of different fields, each one
had his specific "pitch." His own, ｡｣ｯｲ､ｾ＠
to
Hall was for instructing the American publlC on the
ｰｲｩｮｾｬ･ｳ＠
of criminal law and procedure. Hall was
quick to point out that he was not referring to
straight lecturing of the public broadcasting ｾｹｰ･Ｌ＠
since he realizes the constraints placed on prlvate
broadcasting by a need to make a ｰｾｯｦｩｴＮ＠
But he
also pOinted out that the "Owen Marshall" and "Perry
Hason" shows were not educating the public about
criminal law. Hall suggested that there must be
some +hl' ng "l'n- between" these two, and mentioned
. t ti the
possibility of duplicating a classroom ｾｬ＠ ua .on or
［ｾｧ＠
a crime situation and then dIscussIng the
? resen ｴ -"'
. i '
id
relevant criminal law. Such possibll tIes, ｾ｡＠
t
Hall, would combine the ･､ｵ｣｡ｴｩｯｮｾ＠
aspect va th _he
entertainment function of programmIng.
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Hall also suggested that his ideas about the
media commenting on relevant ｣ｲｩＯｇｮ｡ｾ＠
law and procedure would 1en d l' tself to treatment In the. Sunuay
magazine sectioIlS of newspapers. ｃｏｬＱ｣･ｲＧ｜ｮ
ｾ＠ ｮ･ｷｾＭ
11
papers in general and their reporting on crIme, a
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Taxes: Welfaa e for the Wealthy
STONE TO SPEAK ON MIDDLE EAST

PART TWO
Donald Struckman

Ron Walker

(Editor's Note: The following is the second in a series
of articles written in the hope of influencing people
to turn their energies and legal expertise toward
eliminating the inequities of the present tax system. )

Julius Stone, visiting Hastings professor and
jurist, will discuss the ｾｦｩ､ｬ･＠
East and third-nation
mediation with the International Law Society next
Wednesday, March 14, at 4 po. The meeting, which
will be held in the lecture roan at 55 Hyde, will be
informal, and refreshments will be served. Hastings
students and their guests will be welcome.

The Federal Income Tax is, theoretically, a progressive tax in that the rates increase in proportion
to earnings. However, there are a number of exceptions
to this general view which greatly reduce the effeot
of the formula. The most common exception is the
deduction device by which income used to pay certain
expenses such as medical, local tax, depreciation,
casualty, etc. is taxed.
The rationale of the deduction exception is to
help defray the cost to taxpayers for services not
supplied by the government such as medical expenses. It
also recognizes that certain expenses are major and
reduce the taxpayer's ability to pay, so the deduction
mitigates the potential hardship for such things as
casualty losses.
Who needs the benefits of the deductions? Those
with the least savings and the least ability to absorb
these extraordinary costs. These are the low and
middle-income taxpayers. But they are not the real
beneficiaries, as data from the U.S. Treasury for
1971 reveal. In fact, those who need the help the
least obtain the most benefits from the deduction
subsidies. (A deduction allows a person to avoid
paying taxes he or she would otherwise be required to
pay and this is tantamount to a gift or subsidy to the
taxpayer.) A couple of examples will illustrate this:
The average deduction in 1971 for medical expenses
for persons earning adjusted gross incomes of 0 to
$3,000 was 28¢. (Twenty-four percent of individuals
filing returns fall in this category.) For those
earning $7,000 to $10,000 (seventeen percent of
individual returns), the figure was $25.19. But the
person earning $50,000 to $100,000 (one-half of one
percent) deducted an average of $255.90 and those
earning $100,000 and over (one-tenth of one percent)
deducted an average of $449.29. Thus, those with
the least ability to pay for medical and health care
are aided the least by the government, while. the
wealthy, who need less help, benefit generously from
the federal subsidy.
Another example is the casualty deduction, which
is designed to help defray the cost of a sudden casualty
such as fire or theft. Again, the people who most
need help when catastrophe occurs are the low and
middle income people. Small homeowners generally have
their entire life savings tied up in their homes and
possessions. Yet the person earning $7,000 to $10,000
deducted an average of $2.33, while the person earning
$50,000 to $100,000 deducted an average of $56.87,
and those in the $100,000 and over bracket deducted an
average of $128.37.
The gap is about the same for nearly every deduction, and this would be reason enough to object,
but there is more. Because deductions are subtractions
from income, they reduce taxes at the percentage rate
for the income level before deductions. As a result,
the person in the 20% bracket saves only 20¢ on each
dollar deducted, while the person in the 70% bracket
saves 70¢ on every dollar deducted. Applying this to
the medical expense deduction, the net savings or subsidy on a $25 deduction at approximately a 20% rate
is $5 while the savings on a $450 deduction at the
70% ｲｾｴ･＠
is $315, a difference of $310 on ｾ＠
deduction alone. Consider that there are about 15 other
cOIllllX)n deductions. The difference can be staggering.
There are people working to end the inequities of
the tax system. Recently, the California ｔｾｸ＠
Reform
Project was organized and has opened an off1ce at
2801 ｾｦｩｳｯｮ＠
in San Francisco (phone 826-0555). It
is presently engaged in establishing tax return preparation services in the city. ｔｾ･＠
ｐｲｯｪ･｣ｴｾ＠
also
concerned with tax reform, is act1vely seek1ng people
to join ia the movement for major tax reform. If
interested, please call the Project.
L-________ｾ］＠

__ ｾ］＠

Professor Stone, who teaches both Jurisprudence
and International Law this term, is well-known not
only as a scholar but as an active influence in world
affairs (he was instrumental in setting up the
Moscow-Washington "hot line" and has been deeply
involved in Middle Eastern affairs) and as a radio
commentator for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation. His students praise him highly as a lecturer
and scholar.
Reserve materials are available at the loan desk
in the library, and additional information may be
obtained from Setty Georgius and other student members
ｾｦ＠
the 118. Since the presentation will be informal,
a thorough reading of the materials prior to the
meeting will enable students to participate more and
take greater advantage of this rare opportunity to
focus on the "inner workings" of international law.

Announcements
HICAP Needs Volunteers. HICAP has a backlog of
requests for assistance and receives new requests
daily. Students interested in helping HICAP are
asked to please stop by the HICAP office, Room 251
at 305 Golden Gate Avenue. Office hours are:
MOnday 10:40-11:30
Tuesday 11:40-12:30
Thursday 10:40-12:30
Friday 12:30-2:30
Attention Third Year Students. Please check the listings on the bulletin board outside Room B, Room E,
or Room 111 to verify the correctness of information
for diplomas and entries in comnencement bulletin.
If there is an error, please come to the Registrar's
Office for the form to make a correction. This is
most imnortant as to your name on your diploma will
be prepared ｡｣ｾｯｲ､ｩｮｧ＠
to this listing unless you
notify us otherwise.
Extension for Financial Aid Applications. The Financial
Aid Office is still accepting applications for
financial aid from continuing Hastings students. Applications will be filed for consideration in
order of date received.
Private Law Practice Forum Scheduled for March 16.
The Hastings Alumni Association is sponsoring on
Friday, March 16, a Private Law Practice Forum to
answer your questions about going into private
practice. The Forum will run from 2 pm to 6: 30 pm wi th
participants who are in private practice in many
parts of the state. Call Jan Cowan, in the Alumni
Office, 557-3571, if you desire t o participate.
Student Assistant Interviews for 1973 College of
Advocacy. March 15 is the sign-up day for student assistant interviews for this summer's College of
Advocacy, jointly sponsored by Hastings and Loyola
University School of Law. Please submit a resume
with the interview application. For more information
and applications see Rose Bodnar or Gary Sheppard
in Room 201 at 305 Golden Gate.
The Black Experience. On March 19 ;20, and 21, the
Black Law Students of Hastings will be presenting a
program in Black history and Blacks in law today. The
program will consist of pictoral displays, films,
and speakers. More information wi ll be pos t ed.
Spring Recess.

March 25-April 1.

____ . ____________ｾＭ＠
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CLARK, cont'd
Watteonmented that i f every Appellate Court justice
had a record like this the California Supreme Court
would have to reverse more cases each year than it is
able to hear. People in the front rows squirmed a little; further back there were knowing smiles.
The next speaker, a professor from Boalt, listed
Clark's qualifications as drop-out, flunk-out, and
Governor Reagan's secretary, in descending order.
Several other speakers also spoke against the
nominee, but everything after Watt's testimony was anti-climactic. Either there was nothing
left to say or no one else had done hie homework.
Of all those testifying, including numerous Appellate Court justices, law professors, and attorneys,
Watt was the only one to cite any cases. The
hearing adjourned just after 4 pm.
The next day the Commission approved Clark's
appointment 2-1, with Chief Justi ce Wright expressing
"serious doubts about his qualifications."

ATTORNEY INTERVIEW, cont'd
Mr. MacKenzie feels there are two major possibilities for prospective practitioners in private
international ｬ｡ｷｾ＠
First, an attorney can enter
the field by joining an American finn that handles
foreign clients. This work can eventually lead to
some travel. However, he cautioned those who might
be attracted by the travel aspect of the field that
there are relatively few positions that offer a great
deal of travel and most of them would be with
the larger international firms headquartered in New
York City.
An alternate approach to international law is
to establish a practice overseas. This involves
reaching an "agreement" with the Bar Association of
the host country whereby the American attorney will
be allowed to give "business advice" to nationals
trading with the U.S. Again, Mr. MacKenzie cautioned
that such a venture would involye a commitment
to spend the majority of one's working years outside
the U.S. He suggested spending at least several
summers in the foreign country becoming familiar with
the culture and more importantly the business and
legal practices before making such a commitment.
Mr. MacKenzie felt that a favorable aspect
of international law is the broad scope of practice
it gives him which keeps the work vital and interesting. However, attorneys interested in an international practice on the West Coast are at a distinct disadvantage, since there is little business
here. Historically the large firms with international commercial dealings have established headquarters in N.Y.C. Even today, in face of the
rapidly growing trade with the Orient, the New York
firms continue to handle most of the trade.

Graham and James deals entirely with the private
aspect of international law and represents mostly
Japanese and other Far Eastern companies exporting
to the United States. At one point Graham and
James opened a branch office in Tokyo. However,
a year ago the Japanese Bar Association demanded
the branch be separated and independent from the
S.F. office. It objected to the firm being under
the control of attorneys who had not passed the
Japanese Bar, considering them unqualified to
practice in Japan.
JOINT JD-MA PROGRAMS PLANNED
The main area of concern of the Academic Affairs
Committee of ASH this year has been the establishment of a joint J.D.-M.A. program with the various
graduate schools of the University of California,
Berkeley.
Arrangements are nearing completion for the
implementation of the joint degree program between
Hastings and the School of Business Administration.
Students seriously interested in being considered
for the J.S.-M.B.A. program should plan to attend
an informational meeting in Classroom A, Tuesday,
March 13 at 3:30.

LAKE'S
LAW BOOKS
OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Points & Authorities on Searches,
Seizures, and Bugging . $5.50
.Bonnie Martin 1972 Supplement
to Comprehensive California Search
& Seizure· $5.10
Emerging Rights of the Confined
. $6.00
The American Jury, Kalven
. $5.95
How to Prepare a Case for Trial,
Biskind . $12.95
WEEKDAYS 8:30 AM to 5:30 PM

-

CHARGE ACCOUNTS

II

A note of advice to women considering entering
this field was given by Mr. MacKenzie. He feels
that dealing with business"men" from the nations
in the Middle East, Latin America and the Orient,
for example, is bound to be more difficult for
women attorneys because of the customary role played
by women in those countries.
Mr. MacKenzie's starting salary in 1966 was
$9,600 and after six years, he is now making $18,000.
Graham and James has no set salary for partners.
It uses a competitive "three-point" formula:
1.

number of billed and collected hours
worked per annum.

2.

responsibility credit for number of work
hours supervised

3.

credit for new work generated.

Mr. MacKenzie works from 8-10 hours daily, 7 of which
should be billable.
Mr. MacKenzie beean his discussion of international law by distinguishing public and private
international law. Public international law concerns such organizations as the U.N., World Court
and World Bank and deals with problems such as rights
of the seabed, political risk insurance, arbitration, expropriation, and currency exchange problems.
Private international law, on the other hand, is
restricted to commercial and industrial transactions.
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St. Patrick'. CelebrationI
Starts Thun.. March 15-18

